
BARNAUTGRANDCRUGRANDERÉSERVE BRUT NV
certi�ed sustainable (HVE and VDC)

Philippe Secondé manages the artisan house of Barnaut in Bouzy, a village long famous for distinctly
full-bodied Champagne on the southern �ank of the ReimsMountain. In 1874, his forefather Edmond
Barnaut was one of the �rst to break the ranks of the grandes marques to become a récoltant-manipulant.
The domaine farms 32 parcels on 28 acres of vines on Bouzy’s foothills and makes a range of Grand Cru

Champagnes acclaimed for density and depth.

VINEYARD

Site: Almost entirely from parcels in Bouzy on the south-facing slope of
the Montagne de Reims, plus a small parcel each in neighboring
Ambonnay and Louvois.

Soil: Champagne’s famous campanian chalk with little topsoil.

Vines: Mature: averaging 45 years of age. No herbicides (only light
plowing) or pesticides; organic composts; minimal fungicides.
Hand-harvested. Certi�ed HVE (High Environmental Value) and
VDC (Sustainable Viticulture in Champagne).

Varieties: A classic Bouzy blend of two-thirds Pinot Noir and one-third
Chardonnay.

CELLAR

Vini�cation
& Aging:

Fruit sorted on a vibrating sorting table and then pressed with a
state-of-the-art pneumatic press and exposed to oxygen to allow
for potentially oxidative elements to fall out–sulfur additions
consequently reduced. Parcels vini�ed individually in stainless steel
with indigenous yeast. Undergoes malolactic fermentation.
Reserve wine from a solera system maintained by �ve generations
of Barnaut descendants.

Dosage: 6 g/l.

Production: 5,000 cases.

Pro�le: This champagne harnesses the inherent density and fruit that
Bouzy o�ers. Rich, detailed and full-bodied–for those who like
bold Champagne!



BARNAUTGRANDCRU BLANC DENOIRS BRUT NV
certi�ed sustainable (HVE and VDC)

Philippe Secondé manages the artisan house of Barnaut in Bouzy, a village long famous for distinctly
full-bodied Champagne on the southern �ank of the ReimsMountain. In 1874, his forefather Edmond

Barnaut was one of the �rst to break the ranks of the grandes marques to become a récoltant-manipulant. The
domaine farms 32 parcels on 28 acres of vines on Bouzy’s foothills and makes a range of Grand Cru

Champagnes acclaimed for density and depth.

VINEYARD

Site: On the south-facing slopes of the GrandeMontagne de Reims,
immediately behind the village of Bouzy.

Soil: Champagne’s famous campanian chalk with little topsoil.

Vines: Mature: averaging 35 years of age. No herbicides (only light
plowing) or pesticides; organic composts; minimal fungicides.
Hand-harvested. Certi�ed HVE (High Environmental Value)
and VDC (Sustainable Viticulture in Champagne).

Varieties: Pinot Noir.

CELLAR

Vini�cation
& Aging:

Fruit sorted on a vibrating sorting table and then pressed with a
state-of-the-art pneumatic press and exposed to oxygen to allow
for potentially oxidative elements to fall out–sulfur additions
consequently reduced. Aged in stainless with at least 24 months
on the lees. Reserve wine from a solera system maintained by
�ve generations of Barnaut descendants.

Dosage: 6 g/l.

Production: 1,650 cases.

Pro�le: A full-bodied mouthful of delicious Pinot Noir fruit! Richly
aromatic, notes of iodine, ocean brine and the whole oyster
shell thing. A wine of power yet �nesse.



BARNAUTGRANDCRU AUTHENTIQUEROSÉ BRUT NV
certi�ed sustainable (HVE and VDC)

Philippe Secondé manages the artisan house of Barnaut in Bouzy, a village long famous for distinctly
full-bodied Champagne on the southern �ank of the ReimsMountain. In 1874, his forefather Edmond

Barnaut was one of the �rst to break the ranks of the grandes marques to become a récoltant-manipulant. The
domaine farms 32 parcels on 28 acres of vines on Bouzy’s foothills and makes a range of Grand Cru

Champagnes acclaimed for density and depth.

VINEYARD

Site: From parcels in Bouzy on the south-facing slope of the
Montagne de Reims.

Soil: Champagne’s famous campanian chalk with little topsoil.

Vines: Mature: averaging 35 years of age. No herbicides (only light
plowing) or pesticides; organic composts; minimal fungicides.
Hand-harvested. Certi�ed HVE (High Environmental Value)
and VDC (Sustainable Viticulture in Champagne).

Varieties: Pinot Noir with 10-15% Bouzy Chardonnay added for
freshness.

CELLAR

Vini�cation
& Aging:

Authentique because this is an ancestral saignée method rosé.
Fruit sorted on a vibrating sorting table and then pressed with a
state-of-the-art pneumatic press and exposed to oxygen to allow
for potentially oxidative elements to fall out–sulfur additions
consequently reduced. Parcels vini�ed individually in stainless
steel with indigenous yeast. Undergoes malolactic
fermentation. Reserve wine from a solera systemmaintained by
�ve generations of Barnaut descendants.

Dosage: 6 g/l.

Production: 1,250 cases.

Pro�le: Powerfully and deliciously marked by Pinot Noir, this rosé
champagne is made unapologetically for the table.



BARNAUTGRANDCRU SÉLÉCTION BRUTNATURENV
certi�ed sustainable (HVE)

Philippe Secondé manages the artisan house of Barnaut in Bouzy, a village long famous for distinctly
full-bodied Champagne on the southern �ank of the ReimsMountain. In 1874, his forefather Edmond

Barnaut dug a cellar 15 meters straight down into the chalk to make and age wine from his own grapes–one
of the �rst to break the ranks of the grandes marques. The domaine farms 32 parcels on 28 acres of vines on

Bouzy’s foothills and makes a range of Grand Cru Champagnes acclaimed for density and depth.

VINEYARD

Site: Almost entirely from parcels in Bouzy on the south-facing
slope of the Montagne de Reims, plus a small parcel each in
neighboring Ambonnay and Louvois.

Soil: Champagne’s famous campanian chalk with little topsoil.

Vines: Mature: averaging 45 years of age. No herbicides (only light
plowing) or pesticides; organic composts; minimal fungicides.
Certi�ed HVE (High Environmental Value) and VDC
(Sustainable Viticulture in Champagne).

Varieties: From the domaine’s ripest Pinot Noir (85-90%) with a bit of
Chardonnay for lift.

CELLAR

Vini�cation
& Aging:

Fruit sorted on a vibrating sorting table and then pressed with a
state-of-the-art pneumatic press and exposed to oxygen to allow
for potentially oxidative elements to fall out–sulfur additions
consequently reduced. Parcels vini�ed individually in stainless
steel with indigenous yeast. Undergoes malolactic
fermentation. Reserve wine added.

Dosage: Zero dosage.

Production: Only 250 cases.

Pro�le: A richly vinous cuvée of beautiful maturity and energy.


